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Abstract:
The Seasons by James Thomson is dominated by a conception of order in nature. The poem treats nature
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not simply as an aggregate of individual details but rather as a vast pattern that has intellectual significance.
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The pattern is conceived to be both static and cyclical in character. As a static pattern nature is presented as
a set of aesthetic and moral relationships. In the poem individual scenes are treated as aesthetic
compositions, in the manner of the landscape art of the period. The problem of moral evil is posed by the
suffering nature can inflict on man. As a cyclical pattern, nature is a pattern of action, a process. The activity
of the individual objects of nature in their interrelationships with each other form the cyclical order of the
seasons. The poem's conception of natural order is reflected in its style. Rhetorical figures, such as
periphrasis and personification, that have the function of referring an object to its place in a scheme of
classification are extensively used throughout the poem. Moreover, its conception of order as a cycle of
action is reflected in the use of participial endings, which express the continuous action of natural objects.
Convoluted in structure, the syntax of the poem employs what one critic has called a phrasal type of
construction. Subordinate phrases and clauses as well as a latinate word order interrupt and modify the
expression of thought. The effect of the convolutions in the poem's sentence structure is to suggest the
multitudinousness of nature. But the syntax also reveals the order that underlies nature. By creating
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meaningful patterns of expression, such as comparison and contrast, its syntax suggests the patterns that
compose the individual scene and that form the seasonal cycle of nature. Thus, the poem does not simply
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describe nature. Rather, it presents a conception of nature, a nature that has form. Pecause it has form,
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nature is conceptually significant meaningful in terms of human understanding. The art of description, as it is
exemplified in the diction and syntax of the poem, is an art of revealing the pattern that underlies the
appearance of nature.
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Share this poem: James Thomson. James Thomson (11 September 1700 – 27 August 1748 / Ednam in Roxburghshire, Scotland). #457 on top 500 poets. Poet's
Page. Gods beneficent, who blest Mankind, With Arts, and Arms, and humaniz'd a World, Rous'd at th'inspiring Thought -- I throw aside The long-liv'd Volume,
and, deep-musing, hail The sacred Shades, that, slowly-rising, pass Before my wondering Eyes -- First, Socrates, Truth's early Champion, Martyr for his God:
Solon, the next, who built his Commonweal, On Equity's. Comments about The Seasons: Winter by James Thomson. doggo man (8/10/2018 11:08:00 AM).
really long, too long. bad. Introduction: Thomson’s ‘fame’ R I C H A R D T E R RY Thomson’s life, unlike that of some of his literary contemporaries, did not
generate a great number of anecdotes, and the most famous one in which his name figures relates to a posthumous incident concerning not so much the author
himself as his most celebrated literary work, The. rest of Thomson’s oeuvre. Contrary to Leavis’s remark above, The Seasons has come to be seen as a poem
remarkable for its intersection with numerous shaping issues and phenomena of its own time. (Ralph Cohen).James Thomson studies in Edinburgh were he
learnt about the new doctrine of philosophy, he had a particular interest in the work of Issac Newton. Fundamentally, James Thomson had intelligently

incorporated Newton's teachings through his vision of nature. His famous poems of the four Seasons has successfully suggested hints of Newton's scientific
explanations. For example in the poems Winter an d Summer they have words like 'lightening' and 'minerals'. Thomson wrote his poetry in a diverse mode
because of the intellectual company he kept. The poetic d

